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FBI London/USA,

We have met on the Web and in the Emailbox.
Today you receive my ICC-case against NL by mail.
Some letters are printed & signed to prove who I am, rest on CD and on my websites.

I refer to my first letter to you on the Web
http://www.newlegalframe.com/OpenLetFBIaINTERPOL3september2008.pdf
Letter to INTERPOL, 1 okt 2008

NoLandmines.UK & PaulmcCartney
Both accept   only half of my knowledge    on International law within the International Criminal Court to 
stop wars/bombs with. They can't relate to a victum like me in a way that it brings peace.

Paul mcCartney 'wanted to win in Tel Aviv', aware of my publications in my websites addressed to him. 
But he and Nolandmines.uk are both to stubborn & stupid to understand that they create more 
wars/bombs with their heroïsm for attention & fundraisings. 
Paul mcCartney has made a horrifying mistake in his relationship with me. He steals my knowledge, 
keeps me poor & lawless, misuses me & ICC as a cheap security-measures for an increase in his 
compagny-assets,  writes a song for fundraising for NoLandmines.UK to collect money with from families 
who can afford to pay for it..... which results in more... very angry poor & lawless people....

FBI-London, I need you to brainwash Paul & Nolandmines.UK. 
They have to work with the legal construction against misconduct - available in England -. 
Put it on the desk of their MPs. Write the correct letters to UK-parliament, NGOs, AVOs, UN & EU and 
educate the villages & local residents  they want to clear from bombs with this NEW knowledge.

They can only be succelful when they educate victums of war/bombs with NLFs they can implement to 
protect themselves with against war-lords.

This strategy is of utmost importance, because President & Prosecutor of the International Criminal Court 
are quilty of war-crimes themselves. They feel supprted & protected by UN Ban Ki moon & UNHCHR. 
See my evidence. 

ICC-judges don't know 'how to work with lawbooks'. 

Last 
Organisations I refer to in my letter of 1 oct 2008 to INTERPOL are terrorists, according to our NL 
Criminal Laws and they WANT to be terrorists. WANT me dead because I have evidence to prove my 
statements with.  Not 1 of them want the Dutch Supreme Court to be a fair court of law, instead of a 
terrorist.    They all keep dictator Balkenende in his position - protect him - while he designs more wars. 
Our NL-parliament talks about new laws, which weaken  the legal position of NL-residents. 
NL-parliament is also supported by Nationale Coördinator Terrorisme Bestrijding.  Their is not 1 
organisation left in NL you can rely on, when you want to stop terrorism. Or implement law. 

I need INTERPOL & FBI to help me stop dictators in NL.

Have a good inspiring day in the Galaxy,  
Desiree Stokkel. 
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